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 The voice of parliamentary diplomacy in the Mediterranean 

PAM actively engaged in calling for the immediate ceasefire and 

humanitarian assistance in Israel - Gaza Strip hostilities 

 

As part of PAM’s immediate reaction to the hostilities between Israel and the Gaza Strip, the Parliamentary 

Assembly of the Mediterranean (PAM) Secretary General, Ambassador Sergio Piazzi, held an urgent meeting 

with the Ambassador and Permanent Representative of the State of Israel to the United Nations in Geneva, H.E. 

Eviatar Manor. PAM reiterated its firm plea to stop the confrontation and avoid further deaths and casualties 

among the civilian population on both sides. In a previous statement, PAM had reaffirmed its full condemnation 

of the escalation of armed hostilities in Israel and Gaza, and invited all parties to abide, first and foremost, to the 

principle of protection of civilians and innocent citizens, and to not give in to any hard-line positions that will 

inevitably lead to further intensification of violence. 

 

PAM has been actively working on a wide scale, together with other international institutions, to assist Israel and the 
Palestinians to reach a truce and revert to the negotiating table in order to achieve a lasting agreement on the basis of 

the two State solution, which will benefit the populations on both sides. Consultations had been going on, with the 

participation of PAM President, Sen. Francesco Amoruso, and former PAM President and former Prime Minister of 

the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, Sen. Dr. Fayed Al-Tarawneh, with major stakeholders among whom the Vice-
Presidents of the Knesset and of the Palestinian National Council, Hon. Majallie Whbee and Hon. Tayseer Quba'a, 

respectively, both Vice Presidents of the Assembly. 

 

A channel of constant communication was open with both the United Nations and the League of Arab States (LAS), 
namely with H.E. Ambassador Robert H. Serry, UN Special Coordinator for the Middle East Process and UN 

Secretary General Envoy to the Quartet, and H.E. Dr. Nabil El Araby, Secretary General of the LAS. PAM also 

pledged its full support to the mediation initiative led by Egypt, and expressed its commitment directly to the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, H.E. Mohamed Kamel Amr, to whom PAM reaffirmed that it considered the Egyptian 

initiative to broker a ceasefire in Gaza, as the most realistic and concrete effort that could bring a tangible solution to 

the escalating crisis. The Assembly had received as a matter of fact a request from H.E. Saleem Al Za'noon, Speaker 

of the Palestinian National Council, seeking PAM's help to stop, in all possible ways, the Israeli military operations 
in Gaza. PAM assured H.E. Al Za'noon that every effort in that regard was being done, and also to see that all its 

member states and parliaments assume their responsibilities, not only towards their citizens, but also towards the 

region's more than 500 million people, who, in expressing their support for a fast solution, also expect that a sense of 

goodwill prevailed on that occasion. 

 

PAM President, Sen. Francesco Amoruso, has also informed the Speaker of the PNC of his intention to travel to 

Gaza in the near future, in order to assess the situation on the ground and consider priority actions by PAM to further 

support peace efforts and humanitarian activities in the area. On the same occasion, the PAM delegation will also 

visit Israel and the Palestinian Authority in Ramallah. Sen. Amoruso had also reported to the Italian Parliament, in 

the presence of the Italian Foreign Affairs Minister, H.E. Giulio Terzi, on the Palestinian request and on PAM's most 

recent endeavors in that regard. "PAM's role is to facilitate dialogue on the peace process, and it is leaving no stone 

unturned to achieve an immediate ceasefire and a return to negotiations", the PAM President concluded in his 

address to the Italian Parliament.// 
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Sen. Francesco Maria Amoruso 

PAM New President 

 

Francesco Amoruso, born on 1 August 1956 in Bisceglie (Bari - Italy), graduated in 
Political Science and since his youth he has been actively engaged in social and political 
affairs. He is a member of the “Popolo della libertà” party, for which he is the 
Coordinator in the Region of Puglia. 

He formerly served as town councillor in 
Bisceglie and was the first regional coordinator 
of the National Alliance party in Puglia. In 
1994 he was elected for the first time to the 
Chamber of Deputies. In subsequent elections, 
in 1996, 2001 and 2006 he was re-elected to the 
Chamber of Deputies. In 2008, following the 
elections in Puglia, he took his seat in the 
Senate. 

With the sole exception of the period 2006-08, 
he always sat on the Foreign Affairs Committee 
of both the Chamber of Deputies and the 
Senate. He has also served as: 

Chairperson of the Committee for Italians Abroad;  

Member of the Parliamentary Committee for Oversight of the Enforcement of the Schengen 
Agreement, Europol Activities and Immigration Affairs; 

Member of the Parliamentary Delegation to the Council of Europe and the Assembly of the Western 
European Union; 

Member of the Italian delegation to the NATO Parliamentary Assembly. 

He also served as Chairperson of the Parliamentary Committee for Oversight of Social Security Agencies 
(2001-06) and Deputy Chairperson of the Chamber of Deputies’ Committee on Employment (2006-08). 

In the current legislature, he serves as Secretary MP of the Foreign Affairs Committee. In this capacity he 
has served, inter alia, as the Rapporteur for major bills ratifying international agreements. He is also the 
Deputy Chair of the Italian Delegation to the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU), Chairperson of the IPU 
Friendship Groups between Italy and Scandinavian countries, and between Italy and the Principality of 
Monaco. In the present Parliament he has promoted the institution of the Tunisia-Italy Parliamentary 
Friendship Association, of which he has been appointed Chairperson. He is also the Honorary President of 
the Polish-Italian Chamber of Commerce and Industry. 

In 2009, he was appointed, upon designation by the Presidents of the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies, 
member of the Italian Delegation to the Parliamentary Assembly of the Mediterranean (PAM). He has 
coordinated, among other responsabilities, the PAM working group on the protection of the Mediterranean 
Sea on offshore oil exploration and drilling. He also tabled in the Italian Parliament a bill (No. 1571) on the 
establishment of a “Mediterranean Day”. Since his appointment on the Italian Delegation to PAM, he has 
served as Vice President and Chairperson of the Second Standing Committee on Economic, Social and 
Environmental Cooperation and Development, till his election to President of PAM in October 2012.// 
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PAM IN SUPPORT OF TUNISIA  

AND ITS DEMOCRATIC PROCESS 

 
The drafting of the new Constitution, elections by mid 2013, job creation, healthcare and education, are 

the main challenges for Tunisia in the near future, as highlighted by Tunisian Minister of Foreign 

Affairs, H.E. Rafik Abdessalem, in a bilateral meeting with a high level delegation of the Parliamentary 

Assembly of the Mediterranean (PAM), held in Tunisia on 29 November 2012.  

 

During the meeting, the Tunisian Foreign Affairs Minister pointed out the importance of the role assigned 

to PAM to represent the parliamentary dimension of the 5+5 Dialogue, and how within this context it can 

be, together with the Arab Maghreb Union, a vital umbrella organization for the various regional projects. 

 

“Tunisia needs all the help possible in the economic and social sectors as they are conducive to stability 

and democracy. The main issues currently needing priority measures include job creation, attraction of 

Foreign Direct Investment and vocational training”, H.E. Abdessalem said, adding that PAM, through its 

regional and international network, has a fundamental function in assisting in these areas. 

 

On behalf of the Assembly, Sen. El Marbouh (Morocco) gave a general overview on PAM, and highlighted 

the active role of PAM in the economy and energy sectors, through its Panel on Trade and Investments in 

the Mediterranean. The Tunisian Minister was reassured of PAM’s assistance and Secretary General, Amb. 

Sergio Piazzi, referred to the forthcoming joint PAM-World Bank meeting on Job Creation in Marseilles, 

where PAM can actively work to raise awareness on the needs of Tunisia and its youth, so as to overcome 

the initial obstacles of the revolution that has opened the road for new challenges and aspirations. The 

Turkish parliamentarian of the PAM delegation, Hon. Mehmet Gunal, underlined the readiness of his 

country to continue assisting Tunisia 

and also referred to the Turkish 

public-private model to create jobs 

and attract investment.  

 

As part of PAM’s initiatives it was 

agreed to organize a multi-sectoral 

financial and economic bilateral 

meeting in Tunis, with the 

participation of PAM members and 

associate stakeholders, together with 

their Tunisian counterparts.  

 

The latest developments in the 

Middle East and PAM’s commitment 

to the Peace Process were also 

discussed. The Tunisian Minister, 

who had visited Gaza at the onset of the recent crisis, also welcomed the decision by PAM to field a high 

level delegation to Gaza in the near future, to which the Tunisian Parliament will definitely take part.  

 

Another round of talks with H.E. Mustafa Ben Jafar, President of the Tunisian National Constituent 

Assembly, Hon. Ferhani Doghmane, Chairman of the Commission on Finance, Planning and Development, 

and Hon. AbdelMounam Krir, Member of the National Assembly, tackled also the latest domestic events in 

(Continued on page 4) 

The PAM Delegation meeting the  Tunisian Minister of Foreign 

Affairs, H.E. Rafik Abdessalem 
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Tunisia and what measures 

are being taken to overcome 

the political and economic 

difficulties, resulting from 

the Arab Spring. The 

President reaffirmed the full 

commitment to PAM and has 

accepted the invitation for 

Tunisia to assume the co-

presidency of the PAM 

Panel, which seat will be 

taken by Hon. Doghmane. 

Furthermore, Hon Krir, will 

be actively involved in the 

workings of the 3rd PAM 

Standing Committee on 

social affairs and human 

rights, an area which has always been considered as a top priority by the Tunisian parliamentarians.  

 

“This active participation of the Tunisian delegation, is a concrete sign of commitment towards PAM and its 

unique role in the Mediterranean”, President Ben Jafaar and PAM Vice-President Lhou Lmarbou commented.  

The PAM parliamentarians and the PAM Secretary General, Amb. Sergio Piazzi, also met with the Prime 

Minister of Tunisia, H.E. Hamadi Jebali, the Minister for Industry, H.E. Mohamed Lamine Chakhari, and with 

the Minister for Tourism, H.E. Ilyes Fakhfah, with whom PAM’s support to the democratic and constitutional 

process, and economic reforms in Tunisia were also discussed. // 

PAM & EU DISCUSS YOUTH EMPLOYMENT AND SMEs 

ISSUES IN THE EUROMEDITERRANEAN REGION  
  

Issues pertaining to the economic growth in the Euro-

Mediterranean region were also discussed in Tunisia, 

during a bilateral meeting between the PAM delegation 

and the European Commission Vice President, Antonio 

Tajani, responsible for Enterprise and Industry. 

 

In line with the indications of both the EU and the PAM 

Panel on Trade and Investments in the Mediterranean, it 

was highlighted that national and regional "Security and 

Stability" are the key conditions to attract foreign 

investments and facilitate the development of SMEs, 

critical to the creation of jobs.  

 

PAM Secretary General, Amb. Sergio Piazzi, and 

Mr.Tajani, further agreed that a more in depth meeting 

between the EU Commission and PAM will be held in the 

near future in Brussels, in order for PAM to support EU 

initiatives in the MENA region addressed to securing 

economic growth, and to further elaborate common 

strategies and initiatives for youth employment and SMEs 

in the Mediterranean.// 

The PAM Delegation meeting the  President of the Tunisian National 

Constituent Assembly, H.E. Mustafa Ben Jaafar 

Sen. Lhou Lmarbouh , PAM Vice-President and  

President of the 2nd Standing Committee and 

European Commission Vice-President, Antonio 

Tajani, responsible for Enterprise and Industry 
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PAM AND UNIDO DISCUSS LONG TERM SYNERGIES 
 

The Parliamentary Assembly of the Mediterranean (PAM) held a parliamentary debate on “The Role of 

Parliaments in Support of the Economic Process”, as part of the “International Conference on Productive 

Work for Youth in Tunisia and the MENA Region”, held in Tunisia (28-29 November, 2012). The 

conference was organized by the Tunisian Ministry of Industry, the Tunisian Agency for Investments and 

UNIDO. Over 2,500 participants attended the opening session. PAM participated at the Conference with a 

high level delegation with MPs from Jordan, Morocco and Turkey. 

  

 
The PAM debate, chaired by PAM Vice President and President of the 2nd Standing Committee, Senator Lhou 
Lmarbouh (Morocco), focused, inter alia, on “Measures adopted at the national and regional levels in support 
of Productive Work”, and “SMEs and Job Creation: obstacles, challenges and opportunities”.  Examples of 
national policies, model initiatives and best-practices from PAM countries and the international Secretariat 
animated the debate. 
  
Hon. Mehmet Gunal presented the Turkish Model of public-private partnership as a successful example of 
economic growth. Hon Chaoui Belassal explained the impact of a special micro credit fund for youth 
employment in Morocco, 
while Sen. Marwan 
Alhmoud gave an 
overview of the Jordanian 
model for financing youth 
employment and 
entrepreneurship. Several 
exchanges on information 
ensued, during which the 
participants expressed 
their views on how 
Parliaments can be 
actively engaged, through 
their legislative mandates, 
in the processes of 
development and 
cooperation for youth 
access to the economic 
sphere following their 
education, especially vis-a
-vis banks, which too 
often are reluctant to trust 
young entrepreneurs in their productive projects.  
 
A bilateral meeting was held with UNIDO Director General, Mr. Kandeh Yumkella, who personally invited 
PAM to also address the Opening Session of the Conference and to preside over its Concluding Session. Long 
term synergies were discussed, in particular PAM’s support to those policies addressed to sustain productive 
initiatives in the Mediterranean. Energy was also at the centre of the discussions and UNIDO has committed to 
promote the recommendations reached at the PAM meeting on Energy held in Ouarzazate a few weeks ago, in 
particular the establishment of the "Mediterranean Energy Community" and the setting up of an “Energy 
Training and Information Centre for the Mediterranean”. PAM, on its side, also committed to support the 
adoption of a draft Resolution by the UN General Assembly on the establishment of an “International Decade 
on Energy”. PAM also confirmed its support to Mr. Yumkella in his new capacity as the UN High 
Representative for the "Energy for All" programme and its High Level Panel, which PAM will join in due 
course.  
 
At the end of the meeting, PAM Vice President, Sen. Lhou Lmarbouh, and Secretary General, Amb. Sergio 
Piazzi, while expressing their congratulations, presented the PAM Prize 2012 commemorative plaque to Mr. 
Yumkella, who was nominated for his support to the Assembly’s activities in the economic sector.// 

UNIDO Director-General, Mr, Kandeh Yumkella, (3rd from left) discussing 

cooperation initiatives with the PAM delegation on the occasion of the UNIDO 

Conference in Tunisia. 
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PAM’s action-oriented legislative 
voice at the two outstanding 

Mediterranean Economic  

Conferences in November 
 

The Parliamentary Assembly of the Mediterra-

nean (PAM) continued to carry its weight at the 

regional level through its support, promotion 

and contribution to the two major economic 

events in November for the Euro-Mediterranean 

region, taking place in Malta and Tunisia. 

PAM addressed the opening session of the "MIM 

Mediterranean Economic Forum  2012”, held on 

14-15 November and organized by the Malta In-

stitute of Management. PAM Secretary General 

presented an overview of PAM’s initiatives in the 

economic, financial and social sectors under the 

theme “The Mediterranean at its Crossroads”, 

with particular emphasis on the process of the 

emerging democracies in the MENA region and 

the economic recession of the countries on the 

Northern shores of the Mediterranean. Major top-

ics included the economic climate change in post 

Arab Spring Revolutions and Southern European 

States’ Trade and Foreign Direct Investment ac-

tivity during the current economic turmoil. 

 

Furthermore, on the personal invitation of the 

United Nations Industrial Development Organiza-

tion (UNIDO) Director General, H.E. Kandeh K. 

Yumkella, PAM played a key role at the interna-

tional Conference on “Productive Work for Youth 

in Tunisia and the MENA Region”, to be held in 

Tunisia on 28-29 November. PAM animated a 

dedicated meeting between entrepreneurs and 

MPs from the region. (see story on p.5) 

PAM parliamentarians are particularly committed 

to the exceptional circumstances that at this moment 

characterize the area. To this effect the Assembly has 

established, within its 2nd Standing Committee, the 

Panel for Trade and Investments in the Mediterranean. 

It is not only PAM’s instrument for a concerted legisla-

tive action, but has also become the platform of refer-

ence for the region to debate issues concerning sustain-

able development, trade facilitation, production initia-

tives, job creation, and investments. The main objective 

is to react to the current impasse and lay the founda-

tions for a systematic coordinated effort between all the 

public and private stakeholders. 

 

As part of the Panel’s activities, PAM has also dedi-

cated a specific sectoral group to energy issues through 

which it has spearheaded a roadmap for the develop-

ment, adoption and accessibility of alternative sources 

of energy in the region, in close cooperation with the 

Association of Mediterranean Energy Regulators for 

Electricity and Gas (MEDREG) and the Association of 

Mediterranean Transmission Systems Operators (Med-

Tso). 

 

On the occasion of the 14th General Assembly of ME-

DREG (Lisbon, Portugal, 15 November, 2012), PAM 

Vice President, Hon. Maria Conceição Pereira 

(Portugal), addressed the opening session on the contri-

bution of the region’s parliaments towards the creation 

of a Mediterranean Energy Community, whose imple-

mentation has been entrusted to PAM. In the last few 

months, the Assembly has managed to engage public 

and private institutions in a series of high level meet-

ings on the matter, among which, the parliamentary 

hearing in Ouarzazate, Morocco, on “Energy Chal-

lenges in the Euro-Mediterranean Region”, organized in 

conjunction with the House of Councilors, under the 

patronage of H.M. Mohammed VI, King of Morocco.  

 

PAM’s institutional role in the region has become a 

sine qua non to all development issues since, through its 

strategic actions and vision, it has transformed the par-

liamentary forum into a wider participative sphere in 

which, the private sector has found a space where to 

exchange and share views, highlight obstacles and dis-

sect challenges for both the short and long term solu-

tions within the Mediterranean region. To this end, the 

United Nations, through its Economic Productive Clus-

ter, has invited PAM to hold the second joint UN-PAM 

Economic Forum for the Mediterranean, in mid Febru-

ary 2013, at the UN European Headquarters in Geneva, 

Switzerland.// 
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PAM WELCOMED AS A NEW MEMBER OF THE GROUP OF 

FRIENDS OF THE UNITED NATIONS ALLIANCE OF 

CIVILISATIONS 
 

The Parliamentary Assembly of the Mediterranean (PAM) participated at the Annual Focal Points 

Meeting of the United Nations Alliance of Civilizations (UNAOC), being held in Tunis, Tunisia.  

 

As a result of PAM’s increasing role in international diplomacy, the Assembly had been invited to become 

a member of the “Group of Friends” at the high-level segment of the UN General Assembly in New York 

on 26 September 2012, to support the action of the UN High Representative for the Alliance of 

Civilizations. On that occasion the PAM delegation, attending the UN General Assembly, held a bilateral 

meeting with the High Representative of the UNAOC, H.E. Jorge Sampaio, with whom common initiatives 

and cooperation were discussed. 

 

The meeting in Tunisia, was hosted by The Arab League Educational, Cultural and Scientific Organization 

(ALECSO), which is a member of the UNAOC Group of Friends. Up to 130 countries and international 

organizations convened in Tunis, to share updates on progress on the UNAOC National Plans and 

Strategies, discuss the upcoming 

5th Global UNAOC Forum in 

Vienna, and learn about projects 

and initiatives being led by the 

Alliance at global and local levels. 

The opening session was addressed 

by H.E. Prof. Dr Touhami Abdouli, 

State Secretary in charge of EU 

Affairs for Tunisia, H.E. Dr. 

Mohamed El Aziz Ben Achour, 

Director General of ALECSO, H.E. 

Amb Belen Alfaro, Ambassador at 

large for the Alliance of 

Civilizations, Focal Point, Spain, 

H.E. Mr. Bogac Guldere, Focal 

Point for the UNAOC matters, 

Turkey and H.E. President Jorge 

Sampaio, UN High Representative for the Alliance of Civilizations. 

 

In their interventions, both President Sampaio and Amb. Alfaro, welcomed PAM as a new member of the 

Group of Friends of the UNAOC, and underlined the important role the Assembly can play in regional 

cooperation. As to intercultural and interreligious dialogue, PAM is committed to promote inclusiveness 

and combat all forms of extremism, discrimination and racism.  

 

The UNAOC Focal Points meeting focused on four main topics, namely, re-energizing National Plans as a 

key policy tool to address divides, promote intercultural dialogue and contribute to build inclusive 

and tolerant multi-ethnic multi cultural and multi religious societies; pushing for additional regional 

cooperation in fields of interest to the UNAOC; Update on the Vienna Forum: participation and outcomes 

and finally the presentation and discussion of the main UNAOC projects.// 

H.E. President Jorge Sampaio, UN High Representative for the 

Alliance of Civilizations addressing the opening session of the Meeting 
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Russian Federation to consider Associate Membership in the 

Parliamentary Assembly of the Mediterranean 
 

Senator Andrei Klimov from the Council of the Russian Federation has confirmed that 

by the first quarter of 2013, Russia will have decided on how to structure its already 

ongoing relations with the Parliamentary Assembly of the Mediterranean. 
 

Sen. Klimov was in Malta for bilateral discussions with PAM on the invitation of the Secretary 

General, Amb. Sergio Piazzi. The welcome meeting was also attended by the Speaker of the House of 

Representatives of Malta, Hon. Michael Frendo, the PAM Special Rapporteur on the Middle East, 

Hon. George Vella (Malta), as well as the Ambassadors of Russia, Italy, Austria, Tunisia and Egypt to 

Malta. 

 

The role of Russia in the Mediterranean and in particular in relation to the events in the Arab Spring 

countries and in Syria, were at the centre of the discussions held at the PAM Headquarters in Malta. 

To this regard Senator Klimov brought to the attention of PAM the meeting to be held in Cyprus next 

year, co-organized by Russia, UNIDO and Cyprus, dedicated to the South Mediterranean region – 

Middle East and North Africa, and to which PAM has been invited.  PAM’s participation was also 

encouraged in the Asia-Pacific Parliamentary forum which will be hosted by Russia in the near future. 

 

Amb. Piazzi also recalled that a few days ago PAM President, Sen. Francesco Amoruso, on the 

invitation by the Chairperson of the IPA CIS Council, Hon. Valentina Matvienko, addressed the 
opening ceremony of the 38th Plenary Session of the Interparliamentary Assembly of Member Nations 

of the Commonwealth of Independent States, held in St. Petersburg. Furthurmore, PAM has already 

had the opportunity to 

collaborate with the Russian 

diplomacy, particularly in 

relation with the Arab Spring 

developments, including also 

on delivery of humanitarian 

assistance in Syria. ‘The 
Mediterranean is once again 

becoming a central 

phenomenon in affairs 

influencing continental Europe, 

the Middle East and also further 

afar. The centrality of the 

Mediterranean therefore now 

needs the active participation of 

all those actors than can 
contribute towards the 

achievement of a more secure, 

peaceful and stable region”, 

PAM Secretary General 

commented.// Amb. Boris Yu Marchuk, Sen. Andrei Klimov and Amb. Sergio Piazzi 


